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Abstract
The aim oof this study iss to identify w
what features m
make good proofessors in the social and naatural sciences. Are
these quallities the samee? Through gaathering data from undergraaduate business and engineeering studentss, we
searched ffor educator’s characteristicss considered ppositive or ideaal for the learnning process. This research used
primary ddata resourcess collected thrrough online survey. Techhnical analysiss of the conttent was used
d for
interpretattion of the ressults. Studentss from the soocial and naturral sciences hhave similar ppoints of view
w and
expectations about tow
wards their proofessors. Schoolars believe docents shoulld be more ccomprehensive
e and
prepare stuudents for the market, and nnot use the classses to expose their (studentts’) ignorance, lack of maste
ery of
the subjectt, difficulties, nor
n poke fun aat them. Fortunnately, these bbehaviors are nnot common pllace, but are kn
nown
to exist, aand represent a display of a remarkablyy unprofessionnal, egotisticaal, and arrogannt conduct by
y the
instructor. Social sciencce professors are often more communicaative and show
w more empaathy, while na
atural
science proofessors are more
m
technicianns and follow tthe syllabus, teexts and materiial in a more riigid manner.
This reseaarch is relevaant for docennts to reflect on their teacching personaa and about tthe importanc
ce of
self-awareeness during thheir Master andd Doctor proggrams. It is equually importannt for educatorss to see themselves
through thheir students’ eyes,
e
so they caan endlessly sttrengthen theirr own practice..
Keywordss: social sciencce, natural scieence, good proofessor, education
1. Introdu
uction
Every timee a school yeaar is about to ccome to a closee, Professors’ evaluations byy students musst be carried ou
ut by
most Univversities. Accoording to Luckkesi (2011), the act of evaluating the learnning process inn Universities is to
make it m
more productive and satisfacttory, as Univeersities are no longer just foormation centeers, but institu
utions
that meet tthe basic princciples of modeernity, whetherr in relation too labor relationns or in the prrovision of services
to Society (Tenório & De
D Andrade, 20009). And, in this case, good professors aare comfortablee with and pra
actice
this new cooncept.
The learniing evaluation should be undderstood as an ongoing process. It is the pprinciple of a cchecking point, that
is, if profeessors are well prepared for tthe job, if the m
methodologiess used are attraactive, among other things. From
F
the evaluaation comes thee analysis and decision-makking on “what to do”, so the evaluation shoould strengthen the
efficacy off the universitties’ systems. A
As Lowman (1995) states, tthe learning evvaluation is paart of the education
analysis, aand its qualityy is a result off professor’s aability to creatte ‘intellectual stimulation’ and ‘interpersonal
empathy’ w
with students.
In higher education, eduucation’s evaluuation has beeen stimulated by educationaal governmentts policies with
h the
creation of national evaaluation agenccies in order too control the expansion andd diversification of this lev
vel of
education (Tenório & De
D Andrade, 20009). In terms of training annd developmennt, some instituutes are specia
alized
in professors’ qualificattion and deveelopment. Andd certain standdards are provvided in writteen form which
h the
professor m
must read andd sign before bbeing placed inn their permannent record. Appart from them
m, there are still the
traditional internships (thhat last only a few weeks or months) durinng masters andd doctoral courrses, which asp
piring
professors (students) must
m
take. All these preparaations intend tto enable proffessors to havve a more possitive
approach iinside the classses; become bbetter professionals, as mostt of the time tthey dominate only the theory or
practical ffield, since they are not provided with tthe proper peddagogical founndation for thheir role inside the
classroom (Hernandes, Peleis,
P
& Barbbalho, 2006; C
Cruz et al., 20117). The mostt known pedaggogical founda
ations
are Behavviourism (anyy learning acttivity is a ressponse to an impulse), Coognitivists (w
where memory and
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motivation are part of comprehending things, actions, reality as a such, so, learning is an internal process) and,
most recent, the Programmed Teaching (which was based on the new interpretation of information content
concept; each information may be chopped up into very small bits) (Hubackova, 2014). In this sense, the
teaching process of any Science becomes a very difficult task.
In this study we investigate students’ perceptions about social and natural science professors. The objective is to
compare “what is a good professor” for students of these two different areas. This study will also indicate which
features the new generation of students (millennials) appreciate in a docent for their learning process. This
research is composed of four sections, in which the first one will briefly address the Professors’ characteristics
and education/formation of two different areas: natural sciences and social sciences. The second part describes
the methodological procedures of the research. The third elucidates the results of this investigation and, finally,
the considerations are presented as reference points for future research.
2. Theory Background
2.1 The Good Professor
Professors are no longer mere knowledge transmitters, instead, they lead students to build their values, attitudes
and skills which will allow them to grow as productive and well-balanced citizens. In this way, students can
change the future, playing a constructive role in society (Wheatly, 1991). According to Freire (1996) a good
professor is the learning mediator. Someone who is responsible to favoring the reflexive and investigative
posture. In this way the professor will help students to build autonomy of thought, expanding the possibility of
social participation and mental development (Freire, 1996; Stefanou et al., 2008).
A constant challenge any professor must face is to keep students interested in their lectures, when there are so
many technological changes and devices that compete for the student’s attention (McCoy, 2016). In this sense,
good professors must be aware about what is expected from them; offering an interactive class. Times have
changed and as a result, the traditional way of teaching is obsolete, and modifications have long been needed.
Already in 1994, when the technical revolution was basically beginning, that is, more and more technologies
were appearing, Libanêo (1994) had already said that the act of teaching cannot be perceived as something
passive and mechanical (repetition for ‘deep memorizing’ of content) and, therefore, require constant
readjustments to be more effective and attract student’s attention.
Until the shift from analogue electronic technology to digital electronics digital revolution (in the 70s), the
behavioristic influenced the school learning by rule orientation. In the past, most of the time, students were
mainly memorizing facts (Wheatly, 1991). According to Park and Choi (2014), traditional classes convey an
image of educational philosophy about teaching and learning, which includes a standard lecture hall, with
uncomfortable seats with all students facing the lecterns, while they “inject content into students’ brains”. This
rote style of learning allows the students to regurgitate the material depending on the testing method. If a
professor uses this method with a selection of answers which a student may choose from, it is necessary to
continue with this method. Switching from select the correct answer to a fill in the blank type test causes
problems for the students. They have been trained to take the test in one way, but when it is changed, often the
student’s mind goes “blank” not knowing the proper term when presented with no options. One student in
particular reported that he had received all “A’s” in all of his courses previously, but when faced with a different
testing method, he received a lower score on the test and as a result, received a “B” in the course. This one test
had serious consequences. Instead of having a 4.0 average grade, the highest available for all coursework, he
received a 3.7 average, firstly because the method of testing had changed and secondly this particular test was 30%
of the course grade which dropped his semester average in a negative way and his overall grade point average.
This particular professor was not aware of the difference changing the testing method would make, but he was
also one of those who had been giving the same. Lectures for 20 years. He was out of touch with the changing
realities and neglected his own professional development.
With a better understanding about the complexity of human psychology and the environmental factors (in the
80s) influencing the learning capacity, the cognitive science approach initiated the emphasis on the role and
importance of a Professors social abilities and class design; cooperative and active learning was introduced (Park
& Choi, 2014). As a critical professor, he/she should be predisposed to change, to learn new methods and to
accept the different in order to become a better docent. Nothing in the teaching experience must necessarily be
repeated (Freire, 1996). With student’s recognition for their effort, professors feel satisfied and motivated
(Lowman, 1995; 2004). Although some docents began to review their didactics with the digital revolution and
with the introduction of the internet (90s), a somewhat surprising number continue to resist. One possible reason
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for the lack of change towards student-centered pedagogy, given the widespread provision of computers in
classroom, could be due to the beliefs that professors hold (Teo et al., 2008).
At present it is deemed essential to provide students with a rational understanding of the world, with what
happens around them: their reality. This leads them to a position of life free of prejudices and a more appropriate
position regarding where they live and the environment they occupy (Freire, 1996). For the pedagogue, an
education based on the accumulation of information, where students should incorporate certain knowledge
(decontextualized from their experience), would be a serious problem for learning.
Success in academic life, pertaining to the way a student views the learning process, depends primarily on the
mastery of some fundamental cognitive skills. These include—reading, writing, critical thinking and oral
presentation. According to McNamara (2009), Doctorates (or PHDs) rarely teach such skills to students. In
general, they take it for granted, as they assume that everybody has already acquired these skills in high school.
The reality is that most of first-year students lack academic reading skills, especially reading as the university
reading level and quantity; they greatly differ from the reading in High School. For this reason, some scholars
(Frederick, 1999; Renner, 1993) criticize the sudden change that occurs in educational institutions, that is, the
way they are taught in high school, and how they are carried out in universities. And therefore, a social approach
and a closer relationship (professor and student) especially in the first year at the University, might help students
to have a more favorable experience and impression at the beginning of the course (Bennett, 2003). One result of
this drastic change in environment and learning atmosphere is often indicated in the higher than expected
drop-out rate during the first year when attending a university without due preparation.
The belief that emotions and social relations influence professor’s better development in classes, this study is
ruled by the Lowman (2004) model that defines the “good professor”. According to Lowman’s model (2004) the
education’s quality is a result of professor’s ability to create ‘intellectual stimulation’ and ‘interpersonal empathy’
with students. The author defends the assumption that the profile of the good professor can be defined by six
features (or attributes) and excellent professors are distinguished by at least two dimensions of the following: (a)
knowledge, planning and didactics, (b) technological capacity, (c) relationship with students, (d) personal
attributes, (e) motivation, and (f) level of demand/exigency, although some authors consider other general
variables, such as classroom layout or culture as key elements that support students’ learning (Park & Choi, 2014;
Wlodkowski & Ginsberg, 2018). The first 3 attributes (a, b & f) mentioned above belong to the intellectual
stimulus. The other attributes (c, d & e) belong to the interpersonal empathy category. Intellectual stimulus is
related to the way in which professors explain the content of their disciplines, which means, how clear the
content is and how he/she involves a student’s ability to think. Yet, Interpersonal empathy is concerned with
social relations, which means, how interested is the professor in the students’ experiences and histories, and his
or her ability to comprehend emotions (Lowen, 2004; Cuseo, 2018).
2.2 The Social Science Professor
It is not a new concept that social science schools should concentrate their efforts on developing courses
according to a society’s needs, providing intellectual leadership for students (Pierson, 1959). Business
administration depends quite a lot on other social sciences, such as sociology, economy and psychology, just to
cite a few, that demand a holistic knowledge and that view is obligatory. In this sense, a professor’s
qualifications are essential not only for the business school’s success, but as well for the scholar’s development.
Farashahi and Tajeddin (2018) identified in their research in Canada, that the real world of business is far ahead
of the academic knowledge and skills taught in the business education. They stress that Business education has
evolved at a much slower pace than the actual business field/market, and one possibility is because Universities
are recruiting more academically trained faculty members with doctoral degrees and scientific qualifications, and
as a result these educators are not really interested in becoming better professors, nor within the market, but
instead, to sit in their office trying to find a theory gap (Whetten, 2007; Farashahi & Tajeddin, 2018). In quite a
number of situations, Doctoral level professors do not feel the need to be “babysitters” for their students or teach
them what they should have already learned in their previous course work. This poses a difficult problem for
both the students and professor. This is critical if the student is to receive the education he or she expects and
should be specifically addressed by the administration and all department heads.
Nogueira et al. (2012) studied the good professor profile in a social science course. The authors found out that
the most valuable features (students’ perceptions) were: mastery of content, ability to explain and the link
between theory and practice. The characteristics less relevant were related to the physical characteristics, such as:
physical beauty and having a pleasant voice. Another investigation (Soster, 2011) with business administration
professors, that also aimed to investigate the characteristics that shape a good social science docent, found that
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students appreciate professionals that are up to date with technological advances in multiple areas, that are
intelligent, flexible, possess the knowledge and can explain in a clear, simple and objective manner. Empathy
becomes also very important as it facilitates the learning process. In addition, the study stressed that PhDs should
be able to stablish a relationship of trust with the student and be well-humored.
In a self-critical and reflective paper about becoming a good social science professor, Wisneski (2013) elucidates
some key aspects and problems that challenges business professors from his years of management consultation
within industry and as a university docent. According to him, as industry professionals, they are aware of the
performance measures and rewards for the appropriate technical skills. So, the success is dependent upon
workers ability to meet these demands. In general, if professors are not adequately and objectively evaluated, and
receive recognition professionally or financially, then what could possibly motivate them?
Wineski (2013) points out that academicians tend to view their activities as individualized enterprises. Many
docents view their teaching materials as proprietary knowledge assets. Academia is a field in which the creation
of knowledge capital is protected, and highly guarded, instead of being shared. Other issues about the collective
learning are expressed in the article, such as the passive learning method and the usage of old and not interesting
methodologies.
2.3 The Natural Science Professor
Engineering is about knowledge and practice. Mathematics and other similar sciences are viewed as a codified
body of knowledge to be taught. Most educational systems in every culture operate from this perspective
(Wheatly, 1991). And until some decades ago, many engineering docents were professionals who worked in the
labor market and, in parallel, practiced teaching as a “Hobby”, like an altruistic spirit, among others (Pinto &
Oliveira, 2012).
Even though unemployment tends to be low in this field, students are very dissatisfied with the knowledge and
skills acquired during their university education (Guerrero et al., 2012), and one reason might be that Masters
and PhD courses which are expected to qualify an Engineering Professor are not necessarily concerned with
qualifying them didactically, but only technically (Pinto & Oliveira, 2012).
According to research (Loder, 2005), the good engineering professor should:
Be an expert in his/her field of knowledge;
Be respectful in his/her relationship with the student;
Be organized;
Be available to the student, showing capacity for dialogue and interaction;
Be consistent in its assessment;
Be committed to his/her teaching;
Be motivational;
Be a classroom authority
Most of these characteristics match the ones that are expected in a good professor, as shown in 2.1 section.
Surveys with graduates and employers have revealed that Engineering education has some learning/teaching
problems such as theoretical approach to problem solving, insufficient understanding of real-life problems, and
poor communication skills (Pollard et al., 2015). In order to solve these needs, Aalborg University (in Denmark)
created the Global Systems Design. The program is successful due to the involvement of companies and the use
of real-world cases throughout the program (Kádárová et al., 2014). With this foundation, educators hope to
provide an environment for applied problem solving, which allow students apply their classroom knowledge.
3. Method
In this section the procedures used to achieve the aim proposed in this work are described. The research focus is
qualitative. According to Yin (2011), through qualitative research it is possible to interpret perspectives
considering real-life scenarios. In this paper, the aim is to understand students of Natural and Social Sciences
regarding docent’s ‘practice’. The research can be classified as exploratory and descriptive.
This study used primary data resources collected through online survey, composed of nine questions. The first
seven referring to the student’s profile and the last two questioning student’s perspective regarding some
teaching features. On October the 1st the survey was sent to two coordinators of the Natural Science courses and
Social Science courses of the Technological Federal University of Parana (UTFPR) in the south of Brazil. The
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coordinatoors forwarded the
t survey to sstudents via em
mail. The surveey was openedd to respond from October th
he 1st
to Octoberr 15th. No specific criteria w
were used for tthe student’s seelection. The ssample of this paper is comp
posed
of 32 studdents of the Soocial Science courses and 666 students off the Natural S
Science coursees. Considering
g the
number off the social scieence respondennts, 50% are m
male and the otthers 50% are female. Most of the studentss live
in Curitibaa City (capital)) and 16% livee in Pato Brancco City (interioor), a very few
w students live in the metropo
olitan
region of Curitiba. Now
w, consideringg the Natural S
Science profilee, 47% of thee respondents are male and 53%
female. Off the 66 surveyy respondents aalmost 97% livve in Curitiba City and 3% inn Colombo City.
Technical analysis of coontent was ussed for interprretation of thee results. Studdents’ responsees were coded
d and
regrouped into categoriees according too this researchh objectives. Based on the thheoretical fram
mework used, itt was
possible too create the anaalytical categoories.
4. Results
4.1 Social Science and Natural
N
Science Student’s Prrofiles
Figure 1 shhows the num
mber of responddents accordinng to the year aand semester tthat they had bbegun the courrse. It
is possiblee to see that 155 students begaan the course inn 2018, and thhe students whoo began the coourse in 2012, 2013,
2014, 20155 and 2016 havve studied morre than 4 semeesters, that is, aalready studiedd more than haalf of the coursse.
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3
1

0
015/1 2016/1 2
13/1 2013/2 20
014/1 2014/2 20
2018/1 2018/2
2012/2 201

Year/Semestter
Fiigure 1. Distribbution of the ssocial science sstudents, accorrding to their yyear and semesster course
Source: creatted by the authors, 2018.

In Figure 2, it can be observed
o
the sttudent’s age, and most of tthem (60%) arre between 200 and 24 yearss old.
However, in the Natural Science the m
maximum age rrange is between 30 and 34 yyears, while inn the Social Sciience
students arre mainly in thhe 45 to 49 yeaars group.

6%

17%

17%

60%

15
5 to 19

20 to
o 24

25 to 29
2

30 to 34

Figure 2. Agee group distribbution of the naatural science sstudents
Source: creatted by the authors, 2018.
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Usually, N
Natural Sciencee courses are ffull time, whicch means that students have classes duringg the day. In Figure
3, it is posssible to see thhe number of rrespondents, aaccording to thhe year and seemester that beegan the course. 22
students (333%) have not yet completedd half of the coourse.
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Figgure 3. Distribuution of the naatural science’ss students, accoording to theirr year and sem
Source: creatted by the authors, 2018.

4.2 Studennt’s Perspective Regarding “
“the Good Proffessor” in the Natural Science and Social Science
Data analyysis was develloped in a dedductive way baased on the theeoretical refereence presentedd. In the end of
o the
analysis tw
wo final categoories were ideentified that are related to thhe teaching praactice. These ccategories were: (I)
Interpersonnal Empathy and
a (II) Intellecctual Stimuluss.
Category ((I)—Interpersoonal Empathy—
—is described according to L
Lowman’s (1995) understandding. This cate
egory
is composed of the folloowing second oorder themes: (A) Relationsship with studeents, (B) Persoonal Characteristics
and (C) M
Motivation.
The seconnd order them
me (A)—Relattionship with students—exxplain how innteraction betw
ween teachers and
students happens, how teachers
t
deal w
with students, and how profeessors interact with them duuring the classe
es. In
this researrch, some studdents emphasizzed that the rellationship withh the professor is not very ppleasant and on
ne of
the reasonns is due to doocent’s nonconnformities. Whhen asked “Whhat did your w
worst undergraaduate professsor to
you perceiive he/she the worst?”
w
One oof the students (social sciencee–SS) said:
“He/She is arrogannt, he/she doess not like beinng asked. It maade me doubt about his/her intellectual ab
bility,
so I lost interest inn his/her classs and ended uup looking forr studying alonne, which is nnatural, but I don’t
d
toleraate people whoo are intolerannt, prejudiced aand offensive” (Student, 10)..
It may bee noted that some
s
students consider thatt some professsors are respoonsible for reending problem
matic
relationshiip. It happens when professoors are insensiitive or show nno interest in tthe learning prrocess. Studentt 32–
SS answerred: “Professorr with lack of empathy”. It iis noticed that the relation can be impairedd when a proffessor
doesn’t puut himself in thhe student’s shoes. Student 227–SS answereed: “He/She dooesn’t listen to us. He/She always
feels right, without admiitting mistakess. He or She ccannot explain the subject, allways look at us as if we had the
same levell of understannding as he/shee does.” This fact was menttioned not onlyy from beginnners, but as we
ell as
with studeents who begann in previous yyears.
The abovee situation alsso happens in the natural sscience coursees; however, tthis can be obbserved with more
emphasis with studentss who are alrready finishing the course. Student 8 (N
Natural Sciennce–NS) answered:
“Professorrs think we knew
k
everythiing and sometimes humiliaated us.” In ssome cases, sstudents mentiioned
prejudiciall issues, as weell as humiliatiion in front off the whole claass when the prrofessor was qquestioned. Stu
udent
21–NS saiid: “He/She dooesn’t listen too us, he/she thiinks that is funnny when studdents have douubts, he/she do
oesn’t
teach propperly, and som
me male professsors are sexisst.” Another ffemale studentt said: “Arrogaant, he/she did
d not
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teach clearly and objectively, and made sexist jokes. Classes were not planned, and the tests had contents that
were not taught.”
Students would like to be understood. Students want professors to care about their learning stages. Some
students felt intimidated into not asking questions, because the docent didn’t like to be questioned and this fact
consequently ended up restricting part of the learning. According to Freire (1979), the professor isn’t superior in
comparison to students in the classroom. He/she shouldn’t consider that he/she lectures a group of ignorant
people but should assume a humble position of one who communicates knowledge. According to Lowman
(2004), professors need to be attentive to students under pressure, this means that they must adapt the class to the
student’s reality, that is, they should cite examples that are compatible with student’s environment, and respect
such issues like religion, gender, physical disability, race and sexual orientation. When asked “What did your
best undergraduate professor to you to perceive he/she the best?” “Student 23–NS said: “He/She cared about the
life behind each student and cared about the teaching method, adjusting it when necessary.” Another student
stated: “He/She could see student’s deficiency” (Student 41–NS).
The concept (B)—Personal Characteristics—presents professor’s profile, that is, how professor behaves in front
of the students. Personal and professional attributes are presented in this second order category. In the social
science, it is possible to note that students associate positive characteristics such as: dedication, sympathy and
empathy. When asked: “What did your best undergraduate professor do to you to perceive he/she the best?” One
of the students said: “He/She is spontaneous, friendly and gives good examples to us” (Student 7–SS). In the
natural science the situation is a lot like the students of social science. One of the students replied “He/She is
excited to teach, explains well, has knowledge” (Student 13–NS). According to Lowman (2004), in order to
teach a good lesson, professor should be guided by students, that is, to continuously observe students’ reactions
about the class, recognizing and modifying their approach when necessary.
Concept (C)—Motivation—presents how professors motivate students. In this category (also of second order) it
is highlighted the ways in which professor interact and boost students’ learning. Also, it is about the ways in
which professors interact (correlate) with other undergraduate courses, with the labor market and society. One of
the students of the social science answered: “He/She explained the subjects in order to encourage the interest in
the subject and to expand our knowledge beyond the boundaries of the discipline” (Student 26–SS). Another
replied: He/She connected the discipline with the society, and I felt part of the process (Student 10–SS).
The motivation a professor has towards students was perceived throughout the course. This fact can be observed
in the social and natural sciences. Something that motivates scholars is when the relationship between them and
the professor is adequate, that is, when the professor corresponds with students’ expectations in relation to the
dynamics of the classes and to students’ learning. Student 60–NS said: “He/She was interested and dedicated to
us and to the discipline. He/She was happy to minister something that was possible to make us comprehend”.
Category (II)—Intellectual Empathy—is explained by Lowen (1995) and Wlodkowski and Ginsberg (2018).
This category is composed of: (A) Knowledge, Planning and Didactics, (B) Technological Capability and (C)
Level of Requirement.
The second order category (A) Knowledge, Planning and Didactics presents how professors prepare their classes.
They highlight professor’s level of knowledge, organization and discipline in relation to the class time. This
category also highlights the ways in which professor presents the contents of the discipline, as well as the
dynamics used during the classes to promote interaction and debates. In the social science students, it can be
observed that they appreciate a docent with knowledge, particularly when professors review the subject of the
previous classes. When asked: “What did your best undergraduate professor do to you to perceive he/she the
best?” One student said:
The classes are prepared in advance, he/she writes on the blackboard (during the whole semester, he/she
used the projector around 3 times and didn’t limit the teaching performance). He/She encouraged students
to complement the knowledge and, in the beginning of every class, a 5 minutes review was done (Student,
5–SS).
Another point to highlight is the content taught in the classroom with the job market. Student 21–SS said:
“He/She used up-to-date methods of class interaction, without slides or dull medias, linking the subject to the
actuality/reality of the job market.” Another student said: “He/She demonstrated theoretical and practical
knowledge, linking each other with real cases, beyond self-confidence and differentiated methodology” (Student
6–SS). Student 15–SS said: “He/She provided case discussion and Project Learning Based.” Thus, it can be
observed that students value the knowledge professor holds regarding the discipline, as well as classes with
different methodology. There are students who pointed out the need to correlate theoretical content to practice,
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these students are mostly students who are already finishing their courses (social science). According to Lowman
(2004), a professor who conducts a good class looks for concise ways to present and illustrate the content taught,
always reviewing the previous class.
Natural science students had similar answers. They believe professor’s knowledge, as well as practical examples
cases two very important characteristics. Considering the knowledge, planning and didactics, when asked “What
did your best undergraduate professor do to you to perceive he/she the best?” Student 5–NS answered: “He/She
teaches the subject according to the teaching plan, always makes all students understand the subject.” Student
11–NS said: “He/She explained theoretically and practically at the same time.” Student 18–NS said: “The
content was taught in an organized way.” Students also stressed the importance of the dynamics of the classes.
One of the them said: “He/She gave good explanations, demonstrated mastery over the subject and knew how to
teach the content interactively” (Student 25–NS). Student 29 added: “Simple and objective explanations, several
examples of application of the content, good humor, solicitude, and constant revisions.” Another student
answered: “He/She had didactics and interaction with us, always requested our feedback on the understanding.”
(Student 56–NS). As in the social science, it was possible to see that students who are finishing the course
emphasized the importance of the relationship between theory and practical examples. According to Lowman
(2004), professors should plan his/her classes in advance and look for continuous evaluation about his job,
because through the feedbacks it is possible to identify the weaknesses and correct them, as well as to continue
improving.
Concept (B)—Technological Capability—presents how professors use communication and information
technologies to help them during the classes. However, such resources can be used either positively or negatively,
depending on the context and how professors use such technologies. It’s possible to note that students of the
social science don’t like when professors use slides throughout the class, because look like that they do not know
the content. When asked: “What did your worst undergraduate professor do to you to perceive he/she the worst?”
One of the students reported: “He/She presented the content always on a slide, in other words, he/she sit on
his/her chair and read the slide that was prepared 5 years ago” (Student 30–SS). The same fact can be seen in the
Natural Science students. Student 2–NS said: “He/She didn’t present any dynamic and just read the slides.”
Student 16–NS said: “He/She only read slide, didn’t know to answer our questions and didn’t have didactic.”
This criticism regarding professor’s posture in just reading slideshows during the classes was observed in both
sciences and specially with students who are finishing the course. According to Lowman (2004), a bad class can
be characterized when professors do not change or adapt their teaching method and class to students ‘reality, as
well as when they do not change wrong attitudes that have been carried out for some time’. Lowman (2004) says
professors should use audiovisual resources in order to retain student’s attention.
Category (C)—Requirement Level—presents the ways professors evaluate students. It is about students’
knowledge evaluation. Social Science students answered that bad professors have inconsistent evaluation way.
One student mentioned: “He/She overloaded the students with reading papers and instigated limited discussion
of the texts” (Student 26–SS). This fact was also observed, but in lower level, in the natural sciences; however,
professors’ demands were much more emphatic with Natural Science students than with the social ones. Student
46–NS said: “He/She didn’t apply other types of evaluation; just tests, and only difficult tests.” Student 27–NS
reported:
“He/She acted as if that discipline was unique or the most important of the whole course. He/She asked
from us a lot, as if we were robots. He/She was rude. More than the half of the professors consider students
lazy, when in fact we are only afraid to ask.”
Therefore, it may be observed that students disapprove professors who make an impartial test. Professors must
be cohesive in his/her evaluation form, he/she must lead the class in a way that students will increasingly seek
the search for knowledge. The purpose of the evaluation is to provide information about the students’
performance against the expected objectives, so the evaluation form must be consistent with the content taught.
It should be stressed that there are several assessment techniques and instruments which are essential for a
committed evaluation about the quality of students’ learning (Souza & Vieira, 2012).
5. Conclusion
This work presented student’s perceptions about what features make a good and bad professor. It aimed to find
out similarities and differences among students from 2 different areas; Social and Natural Sciences.
According to our results, students, doesn’t matter the science, would like to be understood and expect professors
to care about their learning process; to be really interested in them. Some students believe that some professors
make their relationship difficult, especially when they are insensitive or show no interest in their reality.
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According to Lowman (2004), in order to teach a good lesson, a professor should be guided by students, which
means to continuously observe their reactions and modify their approach when necessary. Also, Neuroscience
shows that the development of the brain stems from the integration between the body and the social environment.
The educator needs to potentiate this interaction.
Among some positives feature students’ value in a docent are the knowledge hold and the usage of different
methodology. It is necessary to make an effort to bring to the pedagogical field the innovations introduced in the
last decades. Even though it wasn’t the focus of the study, it was noticed that Natural Science professors show
some kind of sexist prejudice, and perhaps due to the fact that most of the professors who that teach the course
are male.
With this work, we hope that educators see themselves through their students’ eyes, so they can endlessly
strengthen their own practice. This is often done during the last day of class upon completion of the final
examination or in a situation in which the student’s final paper, which can make up to 1/3 of his or grade for the
term, is still under consideration and not returned to the student. And in many cases the final paper is not
returned to the student at all, which does not allow the scholar to learn from mistakes or receive praise for his or
her work. The problem with this assessment method that is rarely accurate because it is hand written and the
student may feel intimidated, fear that since his or her comments will identify them to the instructor. Or in many
cases with the final exam completed they write little of any constructive criticism or comments on the teaching
methods.
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